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Abstract. Most existing evolutionary approaches to multiobjective op-
timization aim at finding an appropriate set of compromise solutions,
ideally a subset of the Pareto-optimal set. That means they are solving a
set problem where the search space consists of all possible solution sets.
Taking this perspective, multiobjective evolutionary algorithms can be
regarded as hill-climbers on solution sets: the population is one element
of the set search space and selection as well as variation implement a
specific type of set mutation operator. Therefore, one may ask whether
a ‘real’ evolutionary algorithm on solution sets can have advantages over
the classical single-population approach. This paper investigates this is-
sue; it presents a multi-population multiobjective optimization frame-
work and demonstrates its usefulness on several test problems and a
sensor network application.

1 Motivation

Most multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) proposed in the litera-
ture are designed towards approximating the set of Pareto-optimal solutions [7].
In contrast to single-objective optimizers that look for a single optimal solution,
these algorithms aim at identifying a set of optimal compromise solutions, i.e.,
they actually operate on a set problem. With such a set problem, the search
space consists of all solution sets and often a set quality measure like the hy-
pervolume indicator [20] is used as a corresponding objective function on sets.
From this perspective, current MOEAs can be regarded as hill climbers or (1, 1)-
strategies on solution sets, cf. [21]. The population represents a solution set and
as such one element of the set search space. The usual sequence of operations,
i.e., mating selection, variation including mutation and recombination, and envi-
ronmental selection, serves the purpose of generating a new set; therefore, it can
be considered as a (complex) set mutation operator. Since the newly generated
population usually replaces the old population without a direct comparison and
check, one can speak of a (1, 1)-strategy in this context.

The above observation leads to the question of whether the use of an evo-
lutionary algorithm on sets may be beneficial in this multiobjective setting. In
other words: can maintaining a population of solution sets in combination with
appropriate set selection and set variation operators have advantages over using
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a single solution set only? If we consider classical MOEAs as (1, 1)-strategies on
the corresponding set problem, then we are here interested in extending them
to (μ, λ)- or (μ + λ)-strategies. To our best knowledge, this issue has not been
addressed so far, although there is an interesting close link to parallel MOEAs.
Some types of parallel MOEAs, in particular those based on island models,
make use of multiple populations that evolve simultaneously and from time to
time exchange individuals [15,13,1,16,4,14,5,18]. However, these approaches can
in general not be regarded as full evolutionary algorithms on solution sets, as
they usually implement only some aspects of set-based fitness, set-based varia-
tion, and set-based selection. The considerations presented in the following are
independent of the type of implementation, be it sequential or parallel.

This paper investigates the issue of whether a multiobjective optimizer can
benefit from utilizing a population of solution sets instead of relying on a single
population of solutions—mainly in terms of the quality of the generated Pareto
set approximation, but also with respect to the computing time. As a basis,
we consider the optimization scenario where a set with N solutions is sought
that maximizes the hypervolume of the dominated objective space. The specific
contributions are:

– A general framework for a population-based evolutionary algorithm operat-
ing on solution sets; the framework resembles the island model known for
parallel evolutionary algorithms.

– The design of a new recombination operator on solution sets which is tailored
to the hypervolume indicator, but the principle of which can be generalized
to other unary indicator functions.

– A systematic comparison of the classical MOEA scheme and the multi-
population scheme on several test problems with up to four objectives.

The following section provides a brief survey of set-based multiobjective opti-
mization, in particular of hypervolume-based multiobjective search, and a back-
ground of related work in the area of parallel evolutionary algorithms. Section 3
introduces our general framework of a multi-population MOEA including the
new recombination operator. Section 4 presents and discusses the experimental
results, and Sec. 5 contains conclusions and future research directions.

2 Background

2.1 Set-Based Multiobjective Optimization

Given an optimization scenario where: X is the decision space; x ∈ X denotes
a solution or decision vector; k objective functions f = (f1, . . . , fk) are to be
minimized; x � y denotes weak dominance of y by x and x ≺ y denotes strict
dominance1, the goal is usually to find a set A which represents a good approx-
imation of the Pareto-optimal set. Many ways to assess the quality of a Pareto
1 A solution x is said to weakly dominate a solution y (x � y) if it is at least as good

as y in all objectives, i.e., ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k : fi(x) ≤ fi(y). If additionally there exists an
objective function fj with fj(x) < fj(y) then x is strictly dominating y (x ≺ y).
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set approximation A exist. One is to consider the space that is weakly dominated
by the objective vectors f(A) and bounded by a user defined reference set R:

H(A, R) := {h | ∃a ∈ A∃r ∈ R : f(a) ≤ h ≤ r} (1)

Let the corresponding hypervolume indicator be the hypervolume of this space
IH(A, R) := λ

(
H(A, R)

)
, where λ denotes the Lebesgue measure. Of all the

numerous measures, the hypervolume indicator or S-metric [3] is one of the
most popular; mainly because it is the only known indicator that reflects Pareto
dominance, i.e., if a solution set dominates another, the hypervolume indicator
of the former is greater than the one of the latter. The goal of hypervolume
indicator-based MOEAs can be formalized as finding the solution set A∗ that
maximizes the indicator value, usually imposing a maximum cardinality of |A∗| ≤
μ. By the nature of IH , the set maximizing IH is a subset of the Pareto set.

The classical view of MOEAs is illustrated in the upper left corner of Fig. 1.
Mating selection, mutation, crossover, and environmental selection operate on
single solutions and thereby generate a new—hopefully better—set of solutions.
Summarized, one can state that classical MOEAs operate on elements of X and
deliver an element of P(X), where P(X) denotes the power set of X .

Definition 1. We refer to an optimizer that operates on elements of the decision
space U and returns an element of V as a U/V -optimizer.

Hence, MOEAs are, from a classical EA perspective, X/P(X) optimizer. On the
other hand, multiobjective algorithms using aggregation are considered as X/X-
optimizers. However, the individual steps (fitness assignment, mating selection,
mutation/crossover, and environmental selection) of the MOEA, that lead to a
modified set, can be abstracted as a set mutation, see the upper right corner of
Fig. 1—they are in fact P(X)/P(X)-hillclimbers [21].

In the following, we propose a general P(X)/P(X) evolutionary algorithm as
depicted in the lower half of Fig. 1. The question arises, how the corresponding
operators (set mutation, set crossover, set mating and set environmental selec-
tion) can be created and if they are beneficial for search. To this end, we propose
set operators based on the hypervolume indicator. There are already many al-
gorithms using this indicator (e.g., [3,12]), but they are all X/P(X)-optimizers.

To our knowledge, no study has used the set perspective on evolutionary
algorithms explicitly, but parallel evolutionary algorithms can be considered as
optimizers operating on sets, as demonstrated in the following subsection.

2.2 Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms

The increasing complexity of large scale problems and the availability of large
computer clusters and multiprocessor systems were the first incitement to paralle

The master-slave approach uses a master processor that performs all opera-
tions on one global population except for fitness evaluations which are delegated
to different slave processors [17]. Since this parallelization does not change the
algorithm itself, master-slave MOEAs can be either seen as X/P(X)-optimizers
or interpreted as P(X)/P(X)-hillclimbers, see Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of different types of MOEAs: (top left) usual view of a MOEA where
the operators work on solutions; (top right) a set-based view of the same algorithm;
(bottom) an evolutionary algorithm working on sets, i.e., a P(X)/P(X)-optimizer

The second major category of parallel MOEAs—the island model—however,
can be seen as P(X)/P(X)-optimizer that use more than one set. An island
model MOEA divides the overall population into different islands or indepen-
dent solution sets. Hence, when abstracting away from parallelization, the island
model can be interpreted as an algorithm operating on a population of sets. Each
of these sets represents one island which is optimized by a separate EA. This
enables running different islands on several computers at the same time.

An island model without any exchange of individuals between islands corre-
sponds to a multi-start approach, where each island represents one run, using
different seeds or even different optimization strategies [14]. Such an algorithm
mainly benefits from increased robustness of obtained solutions and corresponds
to a P(X)/P(X)-optimizer (see Fig. 1) where each set is mutated and no re-
combination and environmental selection takes place.

Most island models, however, use a cooperative approach. Although the sub-
populations evolve independently most of the time, solutions are exchanged once
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in a while between islands by migration. A well designed migration lets infor-
mation of good individuals pass among islands and at the same time helps to
preserve diversity by isolation of the islands. In contrast to the approaches men-
tioned above, this paradigm also uses recombination of sets (by migration) and
can therefore be advantageous not only in terms of runtime and robustness, but
also in terms of quality of the obtained Pareto-optimal solutions [5].

There exist many aspects of migration strategy. (a) The way islands are se-
lected for migration (the set mating selection from a set based perspective) is
often done deterministically according to the way islands are arranged [16], where
the topology is an important parameter which has to be adapted to the prob-
lem structure [15]. (b) The way the population is divided into subpopulations.
Often each island corresponds to a different region of the objective space deter-
mined manually, e.g., by using cones [4] or by assigning each island to a different
subproblem [13]. Instead of explicitly, the division of the objective space into
different regions can also happen implicitly, e.g., when distributing the best in-
dividuals according to one objective function to different islands [10]. (c) Islands
are optimized either by the very same optimizer or by using different parameters.
For more details, we refer to [5] and [18].

All island models presented so far do not use the concept of a set-based
fitness measure and operators. One exception is the algorithm presented in [1],
where islands are randomly selected and both mutation and recombination are
applied to subpopulations rather than to single solutions. The quality of the
newly generated subpopulations as well as their parents is then assessed by a
fitness value and the better sets are kept (set environmental selection). However,
the environmental selection only operates locally and the fitness assignment is
not a true set fitness since it corresponds to the sum of single fitness values that
are determined on basis of a global population.

In this paper, we give first insights on how to use the set-based view on
island models to propose a general P(X)/P(X) MOEA. In the next section,
we systematically investigate which extensions are needed and propose a novel
recombination scheme on sets using the hypervolume indicator.

3 A General Framework for a Set-Based Evolutionary
Algorithm

In this section, we propose a general framework of a P(X)/P(X)-optimizer for
multiobjective optimization the basis of which is a population-based evolution-
ary algorithm. In contrast to most island-based MOEAs, this new optimizer uses
all known operators—mating selection, recombination, mutation, and environ-
mental selection—of a usual evolutionary algorithm, working on sets of solutions.
How these operators on sets of solutions can look like is the main focus of this
section. In the following, we first describe the general framework and later on
present different operators on solution sets.
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Algorithm 1. A P(X)/P(X)-optimizer with (μ +, λ)-selection
Require: number of solution sets in population μ, number of solutions in each solution

set N , number of offspring λ, maximum number of generations gmax

Init: choose population S uniformly at random as μ sets of N solutions from X each

i← 1 {set generation counter}
while i ≤ gmax do
M← ∅
for all A ∈ S do
M←M∪ {setMutate(A)}

end for
M′ ← setMatingSelection(M, λ)
M′′ ← ∅
for all (Ap, Aq) ∈ M′ do
M′′ ←M′′ ∪ {setRecombine(Ap, Aq)}

end for
S ← setEnvironmentalSelection(S ,M′′)
i← i + 1

end while

3.1 A (μ +, λ)-EA as a P(X)/P(X)-Optimizer

Algorithm 1 shows a general P(X)/P(X)-optimizer that mainly follows the
scheme of Fig. 1. The algorithm resembles an island-based MOEA as discussed
in Sec. 2.2 with additional mating and environmental selection. Mutation, re-
combination, and selection on single solutions are considered as mutations on
solution sets and the migration operator is regarded as recombination operator
on sets.

The algorithm starts by choosing the first population S of μ sets (of N solu-
tions each) uniformly at random. Then, the optimization loop produces new sets
until a certain number gmax of generations are performed. To this end, every set
A in the population S is mutated to a new set by the operator setMutate(A) and
λ pairs of sets are selected in the set mating selection step to form the parents
of λ recombination operations. Note that the operator “∪” is the union between
two multisets; since the population of evolutionary algorithms usually contains
duplicate solutions, we also do not restrict the population of Algorithm 1 to sets.
In the environmental selection step, the new population is formed by selecting
μ sets from the union of the previous population and the varied solution sets.
Figure 1 illustrates the steps performed in one generation graphically.

3.2 Mutation of Solution Sets

As mutation operator on solution sets, we propose to use a simple X/P(X)-
optimizer with (N + N)-selection on single solutions that aims at optimizing
the hypervolume indicator of the final solution set directly. This corresponds
to a run of a normal hypervolume-based MOEA, as for example [3] or [12], for
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G generations. The used X/P(X)-optimizer starts with a set of N solutions
that is obtained from the overall P(X)/P(X)-optimizer’s population. For G
generations, N solutions of the current set are selected in a mating selection step,
these solutions undergo SBX crossover and polynomial mutation as described in
[8] and in the environmental selection step, the best solutions from the previous
population and the new solutions are selected to form the new population.

The fitness of a solution in the selection steps is a generalization of the hyper-
volume loss as proposed in [2]. Instead of using the hypervolume that is solely
dominated by a single solution as fitness value as it is done in many hypervolume-
based MOEAs, e.g., [3,12], the fitness I l

h(a, A, R) of a solution a ∈ A is computed
as the expected hypervolume loss if the solution itself and l−1 randomly selected
other solutions in the population are removed.

Definition 2. Let A be a solution set, R ⊂ Z the reference set of the hyper-
volume indicator, and l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , |A|} the number of solutions that are to be
removed from A. Let Hi(a, A, R), in addition, be the portion of the objective
space that is dominated by a ∈ A and exactly i− 1 other solutions in A and that
itself dominates the reference set R. Then the function

I l
h(a, A, R) :=

l∑

i=1

αi

i
λ(Hi(a, A, R)) where αi :=

i−1∏

j=1

l − j

|A| − j
(2)

gives the fitness of a solution a ∈ A.

In the mating selection step, we choose I
|A|
h (a, A, R) as the fitness in a binary

tournament selection whereas in the environmental selection step, we choose
l = N since N solutions in the (N + N)-selection have to be removed to build
the new population. For environmental selection, non-dominated sorting on the
set of N + N solutions is performed. Then, non-dominated fronts are added
completely to the new population according to their rank until the population
size is reached. If the number of selected solutions exceeds N , the solutions with
worst fitness are iteratively removed until the population size N is reached again.
For a motivation of this new fitness assignment scheme and an evaluation of its
usefulness, we refer to [2].

3.3 Recombination of Solution Sets

Since we aim at maximizing the hypervolume indicator in multiobjective search,
a recombination operator on sets should also aim at producing offspring with
large hypervolume. Therefore, we propose a new recombination operator on so-
lution sets A and B that is targeted at maximizing the hypervolume of the
offspring C, see Fig. 2 for an illustrative example. The idea behind the operator
is to iteratively delete the worst solution in the first parent and add the best in-
dividual from the second parent until no hypervolume improvement is possible.
In more detail, the process runs as follows.

In a first step, all solutions in the first set A = {a1, . . . , a|A|} are ranked
according to their fitness I l

h(a, A, R) in Eq. 2 with l = 1 (upper left figure in
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the hypervolume-based recombination operator on solution sets:
two exemplary sets A and B with four solutions each are recombined to a set C. First,
the solutions in A are ranked according to their hypervolume losses. Then, iteratively,
the solution in A with smallest loss is deleted (middle row) and the solution in B that
maximizes the hypervolume indicator is added to A (last row) until no hypervolume
improvement is possible. For each step, the changes in hypervolume are annotated in
the top right corner of the corresponding figure.

Fig. 2). In this case, the fitness of a solution corresponds to the hypervolume
that is solely dominated by this solution, in other words, its hypervolume loss.
Then, the new set C results from A by iteratively removing the solution ai with
smallest fitness that is not yet removed (ties are resolved randomly, see middle
row in Fig. 2) and adding the solution b ∈ B that maximizes the hypervolume
indicator of the new set (last row in Fig. 2). The replacement of solutions stops
before the next exchange would decrease the hypervolume of the new set.

Since the fitness values of the solutions in A are only calculated once in the
beginning, at most |A|·|B|+1 hypervolume indicator values of |A| points have to
be computed in each recombination. Note that the recombination operator can
also be seen as a hypervolume-based migration strategy for island model based
MOEAs where each island obtains solutions from a neighboring island as long as
its hypervolume increases. Another important aspect, we would like to mention
is the asymmetry of the recombination operator, i.e., setRecombine(Ap, Aq) 	=
setRecombine(Aq , Ap). This asymmetry is the reason for selecting ordered pairs
in the set mating selection step of Alg. 1.

3.4 Mating and Environmental Selection

In the following, we present four different variants of mating and environmental
selection combinations. Two variants choose sets for recombination directly from
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the mutated sets (we call them A-variants) whereas the other two variants choose
one mutated set as the first parent and the set containing all solutions of all other
sets as the second parent for recombination (called B-variants):

Variant A1. randomly selects μ pairs of sets in the mating selection step and
uses (μ, μ)-selection in its environmental selection step.

Variant A2. selects all possible μ · (μ− 1) pairs of sets in mating selection and
selects the best μ out of the μ · (μ − 1) new sets in the environmental selection.

Variant B1. selects one pair of sets only, where the first set A1 ∈ M is selected
uniformly at random and the second set A2 is chosen as union of all A ∈ M
except A1 itself. In the environmental selection step, variant B1 copies the only
new set μ times to create the new population of μ identical sets.

Variant B2. selects μ pairs of sets by choosing every set of M once as the first
set A1 of a parent pair and the second set A2 of the pair is chosen as union of all
a ∈ M except A1 itself as in variant B1. The environmental selection of variant
B2 chooses all μ newly generated sets to create the new population.

Note that all variants perform the mating selection independent of the hyper-
volume indicator the consideration of which may improve the optimizer further.
Note also that parallel MOEAs, when interpreted as P(X)/P(X)-optimizers,
usually do not perform environmental selection and select the individuals for
mating according to a fixed scheme given by the neighborhood of the islands.

4 Experiments

The experiments described in this section serve three main goals. First, we exten-
sively compare four P(X)/P(X)-optimizer variants with a standard MOEA on
various test problems. Then, we study the set mutation operator, in particular,
the length G of a set mutation step. Third, we apply the P(X)/P(X)-optimizer
to a sensor network application and compare it with the standard MOEA.

4.1 Experimental Setup

As the baseline standard MOEA, we use the algorithm described in Sec. 3.2
and [2]. Single solutions are mutated by polynomial mutation and recombined
via SBX crossover [7]. In addition, we consider four P(X)/P(X)-optimizer vari-
ants A1, A2, B1, and B2 named after the used selection scheme as described
in Sec. 3.4. The set mutation and set recombination operators are the same in
all variants and implemented as described in Sec. 3. For a fair comparison, the
standard MOEA is also used as set mutation operator in all four P(X)/P(X)-
optimizer variants. Note that the implementation of the set mutation step is
parallelized, i.e., the μ set mutation operations can be performed in parallel as
μ independent runs of the standard MOEA if the algorithm is run on a machine
with more than one core. Unless otherwise stated, we always use the same pa-
rameters for all algorithms. The hypervolume indicator is computed exactly for
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all bi-objective problems; otherwise, 10, 000 samples are used to approximate it;
the reference point is chosen as 40k such that all solutions of the considered prob-
lems have a positive hypervolume contribution. For comparing the algorithms,
the standard MOEA runs for 500 generations with a population size of 200—
the P(X)/P(X)-optimizer variants use the same number of function evaluations
within gmax = 25 generations where the μ = 10 sets of N = 20 solutions each
are mutated for G = 20 generations of the standard MOEA.

4.2 Comparison between Four P(X)/P(X)-Optimizer Variants and
a Standard MOEA

To compare the four P(X)/P(X)-optimizer variants of Sec. 3 and the standard
MOEA with the parameters described above, 30 runs are performed for each
of the test problems DTLZ2, DTLZ5, DTLZ7 [9], WFG3, WFG6, and WFG9
[11] with 2, 3, and 4 objectives. Figure 3 shows the boxplots of the normalized
hypervolume in the last generation, i.e., the hypervolume indicator of the set
containing all single solutions in the last population. In addition, Fig. 5 shows
the running times of the different algorithms on a 64bit AMD linux machine
with 4 cores (2.6GHz) averaged over all 6 test problems.

There are two main observations: On the one hand, the P(X)/P(X)-optimizer
variants are faster than the standard MOEA. On the other hand, the quality of
the solution sets obtained by the P(X)/P(X)-optimizer variants are, in part,
better than the standard MOEA in terms of hypervolume indicator values.

As to the running time, a speed-up is not surprising due to the parallel im-
plementation of the P(X)/P(X)-optimizer variants. However, the speed-ups are
higher than the number of cores except for the A2 variant which indicates that
there will be a speed-up even on a single processor. The reason is mainly the
faster hypervolume computation. To substantiate the statement that the speed-
up is not only caused by the parallelization, we compare the hypervolume indica-
tor improvements of the A1 variant and the standard MOEA over the performed
function evaluations. Figure 4 shows the overall hypervolume of all solutions and
the hypervolume of a randomly selected set of variant A1 together with the hy-
pervolume of the standard MOEA averaged over 30 runs. After a certain number
of function evaluations, the A1 variant outperforms the standard MOEA even
for the same number of function evaluations which indicates that also a non-
parallelized P(X)/P(X)-optimizer variant A1 outperforms the standard MOEA.
This result is even more surprising since the standard MOEA operates on a set
of 200 solutions whereas the P(X)/P(X)-optimizer operates on much smaller
sets of 20 solutions only. In the latter case, the diversity between the sets of so-
lutions is not guaranteed; in the former case, the hypervolume indicator ensures
a good spread of all 200 solutions which explains the higher hypervolume in the
beginning of the optimization.

As to the solution quality, we can make two observations, that are both sup-
ported by statistical tests2. The B1 and B2 variants obtain, statistically signifi-
2 We used the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test followed by the Conover-Inman

procedure with a p-value of 0.01 as described in [6] on p. 288ff.
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Fig. 3. Box plots of the normalized hypervolume indicator values for the four
P(X)/P(X)-optimizer variants and the standard MOEA (STD) for six test problems
with 2 (left), 3 (middle), and 4 (right) objectives. Higher values are better.
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cantly, better hypervolume values than the standard MOEA on all DTLZ2 and
DTLZ5 instances. No general conclusion over all problems can be made for the
A2, B1, and B2 variants. The A1 variant, however, yields for 16 of the 18 prob-
lems better results than the standard MOEA (except for 4-objective DTLZ5 and
2-objective DTLZ7). Hence, the A1 variant is used in all further investigations.

The huge differences between the DTLZ and the WFG problems for the dif-
ferent P(X)/P(X)-optimizer variants may be caused by the different character-
istics of elitism: a good solution is more likely to be contained in all solution sets
after recombination within the variants A2, B1, and B2 in comparison to the
A1 variant, i.e., the diversity is lower. In addition, the diversity of solutions is
also higher in the A1 variant because of its random mating selection. This low
diversity between single solutions might be the reason why the three variants
A2, B1, and B2 are not performing as good as the A1 variant on the WFG
problems. For the DTLZ problems, however, the small diversity seems to cause
no problems for the search due to the structure of the problems.

4.3 Comparing Different Mutations on Sets

In order to study the influence of the parameter G, i.e., the length of a muta-
tion step, we run the P(X)/P(X)-optimizer variant A1 with different values for
G—all other parameters are kept the same except the number of generations
which is changed to keep the overall number of objective function evaluations
the same. Figure 6 shows the normalized hypervolume values averaged over 30
runs together with the standard deviation. Although the influence of G is small
compared to the hypervolume of the standard MOEA, we observe a tendency
towards better results if the mutation length is smaller. This gives evidence that
the used set recombination is a powerful operator. However, using the set re-
combination more frequently results in a higher running time. Although further
investigations on the choice of G are needed, our choice makes a first compromise
between running time and solution quality.
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4.4 Application to Wireless Sensor Networks Deployment

Woehrle et al. [19] tackled the problem of placing wireless sensor nodes to mon-
itor certain regions of interest by using a MOEA based on a new mutation
operator. This problem of finding a sensor network deployment with a mini-
mal number of nodes that minimizes the transmission error probability while
the constraint of covering a certain region of interest is fulfilled, here, serves as
an example application. Compared to the test problems investigated above, the
evaluation time of a single solution is long: one evaluation takes up to several
seconds per solution in comparison to milliseconds for the test problems.

When comparing the P(X)/P(X)-optimizer variant A13 and the standard
MOEA with the same number of 2, 000 function evaluations exemplary for
one run4, it turns out that A1 outperforms the standard MOEA in terms of

3 As parameter values, G = 2, μ = 4, N = 10, and gmax = 50 are used. Furthermore,
the mutation and recombination operators on single solutions within the set mutation
as well as the objective functions are implemented as described in [19].

4 We are aware of the small significance of one run, but know that changing random
seeds or problem instances does not change the results qualitatively—presenting
results for more runs would, however, lengthen the paper beyond the page limit.
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hypervolume. The indicator value of the union of all solutions sets in the last
population equals 28.376 for the A1 variant compared to 26.595 for the standard
MOEA (reference point at (50, 1.1)). Also the plot of all achieved non-dominated
solutions in objective space (Fig. 7) indicates that the solutions found are of
higher quality for a decision maker. With respect to the running time, the A1
variant reaches a speed-up of about 3 on a 2-processor machine with 4 cores.

5 Conclusions

This paper has demonstrated that maintaining a population of solution sets
in combination with appropriate set variation and selection operators can have
advantages over classical MOEAs—in a setting where the hypervolume is the
set measure to be optimized. The experimental results not only show that the
quality of the generated Pareto set approximations can be largely improved, but
that also the overall computation time can be reduced. As to the former, set
recombination seems to play a major role, while the latter is mainly because the
hypervolume indicator is faster to compute for small solution sets.

The present study represents just a first step towards evolutionary algorithms
for sets and there are different promising directions for future research. In par-
ticular, the choice of the parameters (solution set size, population size, etc.) and
the effects of different set operators need to be investigated. Moreover, it would
be worthwhile to see whether similar results can be observed for other types of
set optimization criteria.
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